proton exchange or if it can undergo proton exchange without dissociation, we monitored the signal at mass 48 (dashed line). This mass corresponds to DCOOD+ from DCOOD monomer and to (DCOOH)H+ from doubly proton-exchanged dimer. The fast arrival times in the mass-48 spectrum indicate that the signal arises mostly from contaminant DCOOD monomer in the incident beam scattering inelastically from the acid, and not from (DCOOD)2 reactions with the acid leading to thermally desorbing DCOOD or (DCOOH)2. The three spectra demonstrate that only directly scattered dimers survive intact, whereas trapped dimers undergo both dissociation and proton exchange before the monomers desorb from the acid.
These experiments reveal that reactions with H2SO4 nearly always accompany the thermal accommodation of formic acid monomers and dimers on the surface of sulfuric acid. We expect chemical reactions to follow trapping if H2S04 molecules within the collision zone can reorient rapidly enough to hydrogen bond to the formic acid monomer or dimer before thermal motions propel the molecules back into the gas phase (16). Subsequent (Fig. IA) is the same for all four planets, and the results are insensitive to the scale of the initial vorticity structures, provided it is chosen to be small. These computations, performed at a grid resolution of 0.70, are essentially inviscid since more than 97% of the initial energy is conserved throughout the evolution.
The advantage of using this simple model is that only five parameters need to be specified (Table 1) 1 , we numerically integrated the equations starting from the initial condition shown in Fig. lA for 300 planetary rotations, well beyond the time when a stationary state was reached in all cases.
Latitudinal bands spontaneously self-organized for all four of the planets without the use of any kind of forcing. Studies in restricted (8) and nonspherical (9) geometries have used forcing to obtain and sustain bands, and the only unforced study in spherical geometry (10) did not obtain bands because of the infinite LD in that model (4).
The formation of a globally banded pattern from random initial conditions is apparent in the potential vorticity field (11) after only 20 planetary rotations for the Jupiter parameters (Fig. iB) . Robust zonal bands persist for long times (Fig. IC) , long after the flow pattern has become stationary. Several large, coherent vortices are spontaneously produced and persist embedded in the bands, a feature not produced in previous studies.
For Neptune as well, zonal structures appear early and eventually become stationary (Fig. ID) , but the large-scale pattern is different from that in Fig. 1C Alternating potential vorticity gradients (Fig. 1) indicate the presence of strong zonal jets, as in the observations: Jupiter and Saturn have multiple jets and a prograde (eastward) equatorial wind ( Fig. 2A) , whereas Uranus and Neptune have large retrograde (westward) equatorial winds (Fig. 2B) . Our shallow-water computations (Fig. 2, C and D (Fig. 3) . The negative bias is observationally well established for Jupiter (14) but is not as robustly determined for the other planets.
In conclusion, our study strongly suggests that, however different the Jovian planets may be, their characteristic banded appearance is a direct consequence of the intrinsic shallow-water dynamics they all share.
The Galileo spacecraft flew by lo on 7 December 1995; its closest approach was at 17:45:58 UT (universal time) at an altitude of 898 km (9) . Particles and fields data from the pass recorded on the spacecraft tape recorder will be analyzed in the early summer of 1996. However, survey data (10) read out directly from the magnetometer's ( 1) internal memory were returned in late December 1995. All three components of the background jovian field measured on Galileo's trajectory through the plasma torus followed predictions based on a recent extension (12) of Voyager-epoch magnetic field models ( 13) but in the wake of lo (that is downstream in the flow of torus plasma corotating with Jupiter), the field magnitude decreased by 695 nT in a background of 1835 nT (Fig.  1) . Perturbations of the field along the spacecraft's trajectory were principally antiparallel to the model jovian field (Fig.  2) . The (Fig. 3) .
As the local corotation speed is greater than the Keplerian speed, the jovian plas- 
